
ESSAY ON IMAGERY IN HAMLET

Bitter Imagery in Hamlet&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; In Hamlet, imagery of disease, poison and decay, are used by
Shakespeare for a purpose. The descriptions of disease, poison, and decay help us understand the bitter relationships
that exist in the play and Hamletâ€™s own cynicism.

Its consuming nature causesone to act recklessly through anger rather than reason. In Claudius we see a
deceptive, scheming politician and murderer. The first example of imagery is animals. We fat all creature else
to fat us, and we fat ourselves for maggots. Blood, once seen as a positive value, is now associated with evil.
Throughout the play Shakespeare gives us insight into the inner rottenness of Denmark. There are examples of
Marcellus' line in Act I illustrates the use of this imagery very well, "Something is rotten in the state of
Denmark. One type of imagery that is prevalent in the story is supernatural or unnatural imagery. Renaissance
tradition held that tragedy should deal with men who were "better" than ordinary men, such as kings, heroes,
aristocrats. This quote is a turning point in the play, because it causes Hamlet to go on a mission to find out if
the ghost, his father's spirit, is telling the truth. But in so doing, all three rely more on emotion than thought,
and take a verybig gamble, a gamble which eventually leads to the downfall and death of all butone of them.
In this play moral principles within numerous characters experience a substantial decay. Secondly, disease
leads to death, so the diseased society of Denmark is doomed. The ghost was angry that Claudius had the
nerve to violate his trust and what he held most sacred and close to his heart, his life and queen. While,
Ophelia becomes a victim of her emotions and dependency on other characters and King Claudius becomes a
victim of his greed to achieve more power This is a stark contrast to what blood meant earlier in the play. He
also claims that all of Denmark does not know the truth behind his death. As Hamlet tries to get his revenge,
he brings ruin upon the kingdom. King Lear makes a metaphor with himself in it Introduction II. Hamlet's first
soliloquy, following a hostile conversation with Claudius and Gertrude, shows him grief-stricken, bitter and
despairing Revenge can be interpreted as a separate character in Hamlet.


